100ps molecular dynamic simulation of d(TATCACC)2.
A heptanucleotide sequence d(TATCACC)2 from OR3 region of bacteriophage lambda is considered sufficient for the recognition of Cro protein. We present here results on molecular dynamic simulations on this sequence for 100 ps in 0.02 ps interval. The simulations are done using computer program GROMOS. The conformational results are averaged over each ps. The IUPAC torsional parameters for 100 conformations are illustrated using a wheal and a dial systems. Several other stereochemical parameters such as H-bonding lengths and angles, sugar puckers, helix twist and roll angles as also distances between opposite strand phosphorus are depicted graphically. We find that there is rupture of terminal H-bonds. The bases are tilted and shifted away from the helix axis giving rise to bifurcated H-bonds. H-bonds are seen even in between different base pairs. The role of these dynamic structural changes in the recognition of OR3 operator by Cro protein is discussed in the paper.